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Blue Distinction 
Centers+
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• High-Value Specialty Care

• Centers of Excellence

• SELECT BDC+



High-level overview of BDC+ program

• Provides members with handpicked facilities for specific specialties and 

surgeries

• Higher quality, produce better outcomes, more affordable 

• Several different communication strategies for Weyerhaeuser, Nordstrom, and 

Group 16 to promote and drive members to the program



Goal of our study

• Assess all current member touchpoints

• Determine if the current strategies are the best approach for driving members to 

the BDC+ program

• Identify and recommend the most appropriate way to communicate and drive 

utilization of the BDC+ program

• Ensure the outcome is scalable to multiple groups



Scope of our study

• Primarily focused on one group: Weyerhaeuser

• Ensured our efforts were concentrated, yet scalable

• Weyerhaeuser has the most comprehensive plan selection options, nuances, 

and a group website

• Current structure prone to surprise costs for in-network selection



Research 
Methods
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Journey mapping: the BDC differences

SELECT 
Blue Distinction 
Center+
Expertise
No cost
Travel and lodging included
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Literature review: Healthcare decision 
making factors

By Toni Saylor 

• Emotional/social fit is the most important factor for members when they 

choose a provider

• Reviews help members determine the emotional/social fit

• In the absence of reviews, members make choices based on information 

available to them

• Friends, family, word of mouth, online

• Cost is not a primary driver



Premera listens feedback

• Communication has been strong in the earlier stages of the program process 

after a member has called a Premera representative

• Hotel accommodations and pre/post op communication has been lacking in 

many cases

• Communication, emotional/social fit of doctor, and surgery quality have had the 

greatest impact on members



“When the occupational 
therapist checked our hotel 
accommodations, she was 
not pleased that I was in a 
standard bed… but it was all 
that the program would pay 
for.”



“I never heard from anyone 
so I called again and never 
got a call back…the 
communication since the 
visit has been sub-par.”



UserTesting: Weyerhaeuser website content

By Joy Cordell 

• Members feel there must be a catch

with the SELECT BDC+ option

• Members have a desire to see reviews

and other people’s experience

• Members feel the need to do additional 

research before calling a program 

representative

• The ability to travel prior to surgery is 

an important factor when determining 

which plan to choose



Recommendations

• Include testimonials, emotional stories, reviews, etc.

• Make the designation options and accompanying costs extremely clear

• Make sure pertinent hotel information and accommodations can be made 

available for our members

• Ensure doctors are adequately communicating and responding to members



UserTesting: with people who have 
considered or undergone spinal surgery

• In progress…

• Screening people with similar attributes to Weyerhaeuser employees

• Age range

• Industry

• Health insurance through employer

• Considered or undergone spinal surgery



UserTesting: with people who have 
considered or undergone spinal surgery

• Creating a protocol

• Develop an understanding of their experience

• Understand their impression of the Select BDC+ option (using initial letter)

• And when/how they would like to learn about it





“I obviously want to do the 
best thing for my body, and 
sometimes that choice is 
not obvious. It’s really 
stressful.” 



“I’d like knowing about the 
programs available to me in 
open enrollment…and when 
that surgery is a potential 
reality.”

“You obviously [want to 
know about SELECT BDC+] 
before you need it so that 
you know you have it.”



Preliminary Recommendations

• Help guide members through an emotional decision making process

• Show that members will receive the best care

• Testimonials

• Reach out to members sooner

• Open enrollment

• New hires

• Targeted letters

• Online website and newsletters



Next steps
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Next steps

• Finish the UserTesting research

• Program name change underway

• Document current Weyerhaeuser employee interactions with the program

• Begin implementing recommendations

• Including website alterations 



Key takeaways 
from my summer
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Premera keeps you 
well fed

Sticky notes rule 
the world 

Health insurance is 
complex

I’m turning into my 
parents



What’s next on 
my agenda?
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Moving to a 
new house

I’ll be living in the Seattle U District with 10 

of my close friends



My last 
surgery 
(hopefully!)

I’m no stranger to healthcare! Ever since a 

faulty jaw surgery 5 years ago, I’ve 

undergone a slew of surgeries to repair 

the damages. 



Gettin’ that 
degree

I’m headed back to class! I’ll be entering 

my senior year at UW, studying 

Informatics with a focus in Human-

Computer Interaction.

Go Dawgs!



Thank you

Thank you for this experience, it’s not one I will 

soon forget. The skills I’ve learned here will guide 

me through all my future endeavors.
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